• When the perturbations are localized on magnetic field lines, tangentially viewing measurements give a good contrast even for high mode numbers. 
History of tangential imaging (SX) History of tangential imaging (SX)
From X-ray radiation, we can study core plasma.
(Edge plasma for Bolometer, Visible lights measurements) • 1980s -Nagoya Univ. (CLEO, MCP, S. Takamura et. al., Nucl. Fusion Vol. 23 (1983) 1485) -PPPL (PBX-M, P20+MCP, R. J. Fonck et. al., RSI Vol. 59 (1988) • In order to heat core plasma, NBI #1-4 is used just after the pellet injection.
• While the plasma is being recovered, the pressure profile is peaked.
• Sawtooth-like repeated events are observed in the SX radiation.
• Last one is the largest and accompanied by m=3 postcursor oscillations which persist for 0.1 -0.3s. m=3 m=2,3
Dec 2006/ITC16 m=3 sawtooth m=3 sawtooth--like relaxation like relaxation
• Before the crash m = 3 deformation can be seen by tangentially viewing soft X-ray camera.
• After the triangular structure reaches =0.4, SX intensity in the outer region increases.
• Reconnection due to the interchange-mode driven flow may make the reconnection. Merits / Draw Merits / Draw--backs backs
• Simpler hardware than those in poloidal tomography system.
• We can get images covers wide area in poloidal cross section. We can make use of the human insight via pattern recognition of the structure of the fluctuations.
Dynamic range (14bit/~10bit) and framing rate (300kHz/~20kHz) of the present system is not as good as poloidal array system. Difficulty in reconstruction.
• Radiation profile at a poloidal cross section is needed when we want to compare with the theories.
• With reconstructed images, we can study two dimensional effect; -e.g. magnetic island shape/size? -e.g. ST (Where does the reconnection take place?) -e.g. Ballooning-like nature of the MHD activities.
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2D Tomography methods 2D Tomography methods
• It is better to make the full use of rich experience in 2D reconstruction in fusion plasma, since it worked well under difficult conditions.
• Series expansion methods (Fourie-Bessel expansion, Cormack,Nagayama .. ) -shape of the flux surfaces are assumed • Matrix based methods (ill-posed problem; regularization is needed) -Radiation profile using arbitrary grids can be reconstructed; estimate the shape of the flux surfaces is also possible(e.g. W7-AS).
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Constant radiation along field lines Constant radiation along field lines
• It is not possible to reconstruct 3-dimensional structure from only one projection. If we assume symmetry, 3D reconstruction problem can be reduced to the 2D problem.
• In order to analyze structure at the fluctuating MHD phenomena, constant radiation along magnetic field lines might be good.
• We need to know the equilibrium magnetic field. Framing rate is determined by pinhole size Framing rate is determined by pinhole size
P2
Equivalent line of sight
• In pinhole camera, brightness of the optical system is determined by the size of the detector , when we want keep the spatial resolution.
• We need to form image using some optical components in SX region if we want to avoid to use a larger detector.
• In pinhole system , contribution along the sight-line is constant. In opticalsystem, contrast is better at the focus point; better for fluctuation study 
